The interactions between free surface waves and layers of cohesive sediments including wave height attenuation and mud movement are of great importance in coastal and marine engineering. In this study, the results from a new analytical model were compared with those from literature experimental works and analytical models in terms of wave height dissipation rate and mud velocity. It was found that the new model provided good agreements in the case of coexisting waves and currents, while the literature model of Ng (explained in Section 2 of the text) -assuming the mud layer as a highly viscous layer with high shear rates-matched well with the experimental data for high viscosity (mud viscosity, ν m = O [0.01 m 2 /s]). In addition, it was found that the new model is able to successfully simulate particles velocity in the presence of co-current.
Introduction
The interaction between waves and sediments is of great importance in the field of coastal engineering and physical oceanography. Many parts of coastal regions are covered by the cohesive sediments, in different forms, e.g., consolidated or fluidized. Wave attenuation and mud transport are two major phenomena induced by the mud mechanical responses to wave loadings. The mud particles velocity and the resultant mud transport greatly affect coastal environment and geomorphology by transporting chemical species. In addition, the mud transport is of great importance in designing the harbors and dredging systems [1] . By transferring the energy from the free surface water waves to the lower depths and consequently to the muddy bottom, the mud layer starts moving (i.e., mud transport) and the wave energy damps due to the wave induced shear effects (i.e., wave height attenuation). Such phenomenon is called wave-mud interaction.
The interaction between waves and muddy beds was widely studied using theoretical, experimental, and numerical approaches. Many analytical attempts have been made since Gade [2] to formulate the interaction of waves and muddy beds. Dalrymple and Liu [3] provided analytical solutions to formulate the wave attenuation rate and particles velocity. They applied four different assumptions, namely the complete model (CM), deep-water layer, thin lower layer (TL) and potential flow (BL). Details about these assumptions are described in Section 2 (Table 1 and Figure 1 ). In their pioneering study, they investigated the first order aspects of the wave-mud interaction, such as wave height attenuation rate, particles velocity, and phase shift. However, they did not consider the mud mass transport in their study.
Analytical Models
In this section, the Complete model (CM), the thin lower layer model (TL), the Macpherson model (MP), the two-layer Stokes boundary layer model (Ng) , and the potential flow model (BL) are presented. σ , where, ν and σ are the kinematic viscosity and wave angular frequency respectively, and w, m denote water and mud, respectively), η 1 and η 2 are the free surface and interface amplitudes, x and y are the horizontal and vertical coordinates, respectively.
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(1)
where k is the wave number. Neglecting the second order advection terms, the full range Navier-Stokes equations were solved by applying the appropriate dynamic and kinematic boundary conditions at the water free surface, water-mud interface, and the rigid bottom. Each of the viscous effects in the equations was assumed to be effective close to the corresponding boundaries, i.e., rigid, interface, and free surface boundaries.
The linearized Navier-Stokes equations governing the two-layer system of the water and mud are
where u, v are the horizontal and vertical velocities corresponding to the x and y directions respectively, p is the dynamic pressure, and t represents the time. The continuity equation is also written as
The variables were separated into periodic and stationary terms as follows
where, u and v are amplitudes of the horizontal and vertical velocities, respectively, and p is the dynamic pressure amplitude. Substitution of the Equations (6)-(8) into the momentum Equations (3) and (4) and replacing the pressure and horizontal velocity by the vertical velocity using continuity equation (Equation (5)) resulted in the following ordinary differential equation ([3] )
where, λ 2
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By using the method of characteristic, the complete solution of the governing differential equation (Equation (9)) was
where A-D are constant coefficients obtained from the boundary conditions. Substituting Equations (10), (11) into the continuity equation (Equation (5)), the following expressions for the horizontal velocities were obtained
The water-mud system of equations contain 10 unknowns (eight coefficients, A w -D w , A m -D m , together with the wave number, k, and the water-mud interface amplitude, b). Thus, 10 boundary conditions (including kinematic and dynamic boundary conditions, i.e., no slip condition at the bottom, continuity of velocities and stresses at the interface, sharp interface at the free surface, and zero stress and pressure at the free surface) were taken into account as follows (for more details, please refer to Dalrymple and Liu [3] )
Substituting Equations (6)- (8) into the boundary conditions (14)-(23), the original form of the boundary conditions reduces to Equations (A1)-(A10). Details are provided in Appendix A.
Thin Lower Layer (TL).
Since the fluid mud is assumed as a thin layer, the only difference between TL and CM models is that in the TL model, the third and fourth terms (viscous effects) at the right hand sides of Equations (10), (11) are effective over the entire depth of fluid mud.
According to the above assumptions, the following solutions were obtained [3] 
where the related boundary conditions (Equations (14)- (23)) converted to A11-A20 (Appendix A). The solution procedure was the same as the CM model.
MACPHERSON MODEL
In this model, the lower viscoelastic layer (mud) was divided into a rotational part and a potential part, while the upper layer (clear water) is inviscid. This is similar to the thin lower layer proposed by Dalrymple and Liu [3] . However, the upper layer boundary layer was not neglected in the TL model, which resulted in implicit dispersion relation. Macpherson [4] proposed a straightforward dispersion relation by substituting the boundary conditions. He presented two slow and fast mode solutions of the dispersion relation in the case of deep lower layer ( d → ∞ ). Here, the elasticity is neglected and the mud is considered as a viscous layer.
Considering the mud flow consists of the two parts (rotational and potential), the following relations were obtained ( [4, 5] )
where ∅ f is the velocity potential of the flow in the water and mud layers, and ψ m the stream function in the mud layer. Applying the appropriate kinematic and dynamic boundary conditions (Equations (30)-(36)), the dispersion relation was obtained (Equation (37))
where
The dispersion relation (Equation (38)) resulted in two different solutions for the fast and slow modes.
TWO-LAYER STOKES BOUNDARY LAYER MODEL
Ng [5] developed an asymptotic theory for the flow kinematics of a thin layer of viscous mud under surface water waves. The mud depth, the thickness of Stokes' boundary layer in the mud layer, and the wave amplitude were assumed to be comparable with one another, and much smaller than the wavelength. Ng [5] did not consider the effects of the core region (inviscid flow) in his model, which is its main difference with the TL model. Using a sharp contrast in length scales, boundary layer equations were used to describe the motion of both the mud and immediately overlying water. Explicit expressions were obtained for the fluid velocity field, interface wave characteristics, and wave-damping rate at the first-order, as well as the steady mean discharge rate, and mud mass-transport velocity at the second-order, under progressive waves. Solving the first order Navier-Stokes equations, Ng [5] obtained the relations for oscillating velocities inside the mud and water boundary layers
where D m,ng , C m,ng , and D m,ng are the coefficients defined in Ng (2000) , U p,w the inviscid velocity at the interface of the water and mud layers, and λ w,mng = (1 − i) σ/2ν w,m , and γ = ρ w ρ m . Ng [5] also presented a direct relation for the dissipation rate. Since the assumption implied that the fluid mud layer was considered as highly viscous, the effects of stratification on the dispersion relation was not considered and the fast mode was the only governing mode. By taking the time average of the second order equations of Navier-Stokes, he obtained the mass transport velocity inside the water and mud as:
where, u mL , u wL are the mass transport velocities inside the mud and water, respectively, n n is the dimensionless form of the depth, i.e. n n = (y
m is the dimensionless mud thickness. The other parameters of COF m , COF w , F m , F w , F m1 , F m2 , F w1 and F w2 were defined in details in Ng [5] .
POTENTIAL FLOWS
The mud layer was considered thick enough such that the viscous effects dominate only closer to the boundaries, while the whole layer is affected by the potential flow. In addition, the water layer is affected by the viscous terms close to the interface boundary layer and the potential flow influences the whole water layer.
The governing equations of water-mud system consist of two parts, the potential flow and the viscous boundary layers ( [4, 5] )
where, ∅ is the potential, and
Following the boundary conditions provided in Dalrymple and Liu [3] , the velocity potential was obtained in terms of the wave number k as
The kinematic boundary conditions at the rigid bottom, interface, and water free surface, and the dynamic boundary condition at the free surface, were all substituted into the dynamic boundary condition at the water-mud interface, and as a result the following was obtained
where, T = σ 2 gk , and,
The dispersion relation read as
where the "−" and "+" refers to the fast and slow modes respectively. The rotational flow was obtained close to the rigid bottom (U 3 ), adjacent to the water-mud interface in the mud layer (U 2 ), and adjacent to the water-mud interface in the water layer (U 1 ) as ( [3] )
where,
Proposed Model
The proposed model provides a direct formulation of the dispersion relation and particle velocities in both cases of pure wave and wave-current interaction. The straightforward formulation could be used in modeling a two-layer wave-mud interaction in the existence of a dense highly viscous mud layer. The model is based upon the following assumptions:
• The mud is assumed as a thin viscous layer which is comparable with TL, while the overlying water is considered as an inviscid layer.
•
The current is assumed to be uniform and steady.
Wave-Mud Interaction
The following solutions of the momentum equations in water and mud layers (Equations (3)- (5)) are applied
which are subjected to the appropriate boundary conditions followed by TL, with neglecting the water boundary layer. Thus, the water-mud system of equations contains eight unknowns (six coefficients together with the wave number, k, and the water-mud interface amplitude, b). Thus, eight boundary conditions (including kinematic and dynamic boundary conditions, presented in detail by Dalrymple and Liu [3] ) are written as
Substituting the velocities and dynamic pressure (Equations (6)- (8)) we will obtain the following relations
Considering Equations (63)-(69), the coefficients, A w , B w , A m , B m , C m ,and D m are obtained in terms of the wave number, k (see Appendix B). By substitution of the coefficients into Equation (70), the dispersion relation is found as
where CH h = cosh kh and SH h = sinh kh.
Wave-Current Interaction Governing Equations
Applying the assumptions mentioned above, the governing equations for the wave-current-mud interaction are [17] ∂ u w ∂t
where U c is the current velocity. The general solution of Equations (72)- (75) reads as [17] 
The boundary conditions [11] which are the same as those of the MP model to whom the current effects were added, are written as
Substitution of the velocities and dynamic pressure into Equations (78)- (85), the following equations are obtained
The coefficients A w , B w , A m , B m , C m , and D m are obtained in terms of wave number, k (Appendix B). By applying the same approach as for the no current case, the following dispersion relation is obtained for wave-current-mud interaction
Solution Technique
Siadatmousavi et al. [18] applied Muller's method for the root finding of the dispersion relation. The Muller's method is a trial method, which requires three initial values for starting the iterations. They generated the first starting value from explicit solution of the dispersion equations of Gade [2] . Kranenburg et al. [7] used the Newton method to calculate the roots and applied the Gade [2] theory and regular dispersion relation (σ 2 = gktan h(kh)) for small and large values of kh, respectively. However, the appropriate Secant method is applied in this study for the root finding of the dispersion relations and the initial values were estimated by the solution of regular dispersion relation. The secant method is a root-finding algorithm that uses a sequence of roots of secant lines to better approximate roots of a function. The secant method adopts the same approach as a finite difference approximation of Newton's method [19] . The secant method has been applied to find the roots of the dispersion relations corresponding to CM, TL, BL, MP, and present model with and without current. However, since the two-layer Stokes boundary layer model (Ng) provides direct formulations for the wave dissipation rate any trial solution gives the wave number and dissipation rates in a straightforward manner.
All of the dispersion relations, except Ng, provide two different solutions corresponding to the fast and slow modes, where the former corresponds to the viscous damping while the latter is related to the stratification. On the other hand, the solution method (Secant method) is highly sensitive to the initial values. Thus, the solutions alternate between the fast and slow modes depending on the initial values. Such trouble highly affects the results especially for the MP, and present model. The present model is slightly sensitive to the initial values; however, by the appropriate selection of the initial values, an appropriate solution is obtained. In the case of the wave-current interactions, the dispersion relation is highly sensitive to the initial values and the solution alternates between the two roots particularly for higher values of current velocities. However, Ng model neglected the slow mode solutions, and therefore, the model is much less sensitive to the initial values.
Laboratory Experiments
The results from the laboratory experiments of Soltanpour et al. [11] were compared with the results from the literature analytical models and the model herein proposed. Laboratory experiments were conducted in the wave flume of the Coastal Engineering Laboratory of the Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering at Waseda University, Japan. It is equipped with a flap-type wave maker and two glass sidewalls. False beds were constructed at the wave flume, creating a trench to hold the fluid mud. A mixture of kaolinite and tap water was used as the fluid mud layer with the thickness of 0.11 m. The flume was then slowly filled with tap water, up to the total depth of 0.4 m, in order to avoid disturbing the mud layer [20] .
The velocity field in the mud layer should be carefully determined for better understanding of the complex interaction of the fluid mud layer and overlaying water wave. An Electromagnetic Current Meter (ECM, VM-801H) proved to be applicable in both the clear water and a highly concentrated fluid mud (400 kg/m 3 ), was adopted for this research. ECMs were fixed at the preselected locations above the bed (0.02, 0.05, 0.085, 0.12, and 0.15 m above the bed), where the first three sensors were used to capture the particle velocities in the fluid mud layer, and the latter two were installed in the water layer to measure the particle velocities near the water-mud interface and above that level. In order to capture the wave evolution over the muddy bed, four wave gauges were also applied along the wave flume [11] . The accuracy of the devices in the measuring range of 0-25 cm/s was ±2% [11] . Different water content ratios (W =
, where, W w and W d represent the weights of wet sample and dry sample of soil, respectively) of fluid mud and wave characteristics were considered in laboratory tests. Table 2 presents the experimental conditions. The range of wave periods and heights can well represent the real field conditions during the calm weather. 
Results and Discussion
The comparisons between the experimental results and outputs of existing and novel analytical models are provided in this section. Dissipation rates, particle velocity, attenuated wave height, and mass transports are investigated in detail. The current velocity, dissipation rates, imaginary and real parts of wave number, and mud thickness are used as dimensionless variables, i.e., U c * = U c / gh, k i, n = k i gh/σ, k r, n = k r gh/σ, and d n respectively.
is the ratio of mud thickness to its boundary layer thickness. The parameters applied in the comparisons, are provided in Table 3 , where ρ u represents the upper layer density in the experiments of Gade (1958) As shown by the literature studies, the dissipation rates versus dimensionless mud thickness, d n shows a local peak around d p =1.2, which is the dimensionless thickness with the maximum dissipation rate. Figure 2 presents the dissipation rate, k i , plotted against the dimensionless mud thickness, d n , for different models. TL, MP and the proposed models predict same values for the dissipation rate. The CM model provides different values with a trend similar to those of the other models especially for lower values of d n . Note that the CM assumptions are appropriate for the cases where the fluid mud layer is deep, e.g., d n is large (i.e., low depth, or high viscosity). Ng model shows the same local peak as that of the other models with an ascending phase followed by a constant phase by an increase in d n . This is due to the assumption that the mud thickness is similar to its boundary layer thickness, so that the dissipation rate remains constant by further increasing the d n . However, the BL model is not showing the local peak because this model is applicable to a mud layer of infinite depth. The counter-current provides higher values of the dissipation rate compared to the no current and co-current cases (Figure 2 ) because in the presence of counter-current, the wave length is decreased, while the wave height is increased.
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Model outputs Figure 9 shows the water velocity amplitudes against the dimensionless mud thickness. The velocity amplitude increases as the dimensionless mud thickness increases. All models, except BL and Ng, show that the velocity amplitude is unchanged for small values of dn. However, BL and CM models show a descending trend for all values of dn. This is due to the assumption of BL and CM models (e.g., deeper lower layer) differing from those of the other models, which might not be applicable for small values of dn, i.e., the high mud viscosity applied in this study. The variation of mud particles velocity against the dimensionless mud thickness is plotted in Figure 10 Figure 9 shows the water velocity amplitudes against the dimensionless mud thickness. The velocity amplitude increases as the dimensionless mud thickness increases. All models, except BL and Ng, show that the velocity amplitude is unchanged for small values of d n . However, BL and CM models show a descending trend for all values of d n . This is due to the assumption of BL and CM models (e.g., deeper lower layer) differing from those of the other models, which might not be applicable for small values of d n , i.e., the high mud viscosity applied in this study. The variation of mud particles velocity against the dimensionless mud thickness is plotted in Figure 10 . The results from the Ng model are one order of magnitude smaller than those from the other models for large values of mud thickness because Ng [5] Comparison with the laboratory data Figure 11 presents a comparison between the model outputs of the velocity profiles and the measurements. The results from BL model, corresponding to the velocity close to the rigid bottom, , and Ng model were comparatively closer to the laboratory data than those from the other models. This could be explained with the highly viscous fluid mud used in the experiments with the thickness being of the same order as the boundary layer thickness. Thus, the boundary layer solution provided predictions closer to the experimental data. The other two solutions relevant to BL made Comparison with the laboratory data Figure 11 presents a comparison between the model outputs of the velocity profiles and the measurements. The results from BL model, corresponding to the velocity close to the rigid bottom, , and Ng model were comparatively closer to the laboratory data than those from the other models. This could be explained with the highly viscous fluid mud used in the experiments with the thickness being of the same order as the boundary layer thickness. Thus, the boundary layer solution provided predictions closer to the experimental data. The other two solutions relevant to BL made Figure 11 presents a comparison between the model outputs of the velocity profiles and the measurements. The results from BL model, corresponding to the velocity close to the rigid bottom, U 3 , and Ng model were comparatively closer to the laboratory data than those from the other models. This could be explained with the highly viscous fluid mud used in the experiments with the thickness being of the same order as the boundary layer thickness. Thus, the boundary layer solution provided predictions closer to the experimental data. The other two solutions relevant to BL made flaws due to the small value of d n in this case. The other models underpredict the results for the mud particles velocity. All models are in agreement with the measured values for the velocity in the water layer. The proposed model is in agreement with the laboratory data for the velocity profile in the mud layer in the case of co/counter current (Figure 11b,c) . However, the model provides a better agreement for the co-current case. This is due to the nonlinear wave effects induced by the higher wave heights in the counter-current case. (Figure 11b,c) . However, the model provides a better agreement for the co-current case. This is due to the nonlinear wave effects induced by the higher wave heights in the counter-current case. Figure 12 and Figure 13 present the time series of velocity for two representative cases, for five different depths of water and mud layers. Agreement with the measurements is achieved for the velocity in the water layer. However, the predictions are much closer to the experimental data in the case of higher water content ratio, W = 160% (i.e., lower viscosity, Figure 13d ,e), especially those from the Ng model. This is because at higher values of viscosities, non-linear properties become more dominant and the Newtonian viscous models are not capable of accurately predicting the velocity. This is also true for the velocity in the mud layer ( Figure 13; Figure 14a ,b,c). The Ng model provides better results if compared to the proposed model, TL and MP models in the middle and upper parts of the mud layer (Figure 13b,c) . However, in the lower parts of the mud layer, TL, MP, and the present model provide results closer to the measurements compared to the CM and Ng models. Such overprediction of Ng and CM is related to the boundary layer assumptions (applied by Ng) and considering the effect of viscosity close to the rigid bottom and interface (applied by CM). As observed in the figure, the experimental results are much more sensitive to the variation of z compared to the model outputs which are less sensitive to depth variations. Such sensitivity might Figures 12 and 13 present the time series of velocity for two representative cases, for five different depths of water and mud layers. Agreement with the measurements is achieved for the velocity in the water layer. However, the predictions are much closer to the experimental data in the case of higher water content ratio, W = 160% (i.e., lower viscosity, Figure 13d ,e), especially those from the Ng model. This is because at higher values of viscosities, non-linear properties become more dominant and the Newtonian viscous models are not capable of accurately predicting the velocity. This is also true for the velocity in the mud layer ( Figure 13; Figure 14a -c). The Ng model provides better results if compared to the proposed model, TL and MP models in the middle and upper parts of the mud layer (Figure 13b,c) . However, in the lower parts of the mud layer, TL, MP, and the present model provide results closer to the measurements compared to the CM and Ng models. Such overprediction of Ng and CM is related to the boundary layer assumptions (applied by Ng) and considering the effect of viscosity close to the rigid bottom and interface (applied by CM). As observed in the figure, the experimental results are much more sensitive to the variation of z compared to the model outputs which are less sensitive to depth variations. Such sensitivity might be relevant to the vertical variations Figure 16 presents comparisons of the measured mass transport velocity and the analytical results of the model of Ng [5] . Figures 16a and 16b show that as the wave height increased, the mud mass transport velocity increased. The mass transport velocity is an order of magnitude smaller O (0.005 m/s) compared to the particle velocities, which are of O (0.05 m/s). 
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Conclusions
The literature models investigating the interactions between waves and mud were reviewed. The results of the models for the dissipation rate, wave number, and particle velocities were analyzed.
The models outputs were also compared with the available laboratory data of experiments of Soltanpour et al. [11] . A new model in the case of wave-mud and wave-current-mud interactions was also proposed and its results were analyzed.
•
The Ng model applies boundary layer assumptions for prediction of the dissipation rate and wave number, which results in different trends for higher values of dimensionless mud thickness. While CM and BL provide different results compared to the trend of other models for lower values of dimensionless mud thickness, i.e., the mentioned models provide constant values for wave number in lower values of dimensionless thickness.
The Ng model and the present model show better agreement with the measurements in terms of the attenuated wave heights.
The Ng model and the boundary layer solution of BL show better results for the velocity profiles close to the rigid bottom when compared to the laboratory data. The present model provides close predictions to the measurements for velocity amplitude profiles in the co-current case.
• All models successfully simulate the velocity time series; however, the Ng model provides predictions of velocity time series closer to the experimental data, especially in the case of higher water content ratio. Besides, none of the models is in agreement with the measurements for lower values of the water content ratio.
Further investigations considering other rheological models should be undertaken in future studies. It can be concluded that the Ng model provides closer results to the measurements in the prediction of particle velocities in the highly viscous mud layer.
The proposed model presents a straightforward dispersion relation considering the effects of co and counter-current in the case of thin mud layer. Such a straightforward solution of the wave number and the velocity coefficients in terms of the wave number allows the computation of the dissipation rate, particles velocity, and mass transport more rapidly while keeping the accuracy of the prediction in highly viscous mud layers. In terms of the attenuated wave heights, the proposed model was in better agreement with the experiments, in comparison to the results of BL and CM models. Similar to the MP and CM models, reasonable results of the profiles of particles velocities are obtained. Furthermore, the new model is also capable to simulate the wave height and particles velocities in the case of wave-current-mud interaction. 
